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This special issue of Theoretical Computer Science is dedicated to selected papers from the Fifth Workshop on
Approximation and Online Algorithms (WAOA 2007) that took place in Eilat, Israel in October 2007. The workshop was part
of the ALGO 2007 event that also hosted ESA 2007 and PEGG 2007. Topics of interest forWAOA 2007were: algorithmic game
theory, approximation classes, coloring and partitioning, competitive analysis, computational finance, cuts and connectivity,
geometric problems, inapproximability results, mechanism design, network design, packing and covering, paradigms for
design and analysis of approximation and online algorithms, randomization techniques, real-world applications, and
scheduling problems.
Of 56 papers submitted to WAOA 2007, there were 22 accepted for presentation at the workshop, and revised versions
of 7 papers appear in this special issue. All the contributions presented here were invited to this special issue, but went
through the standard refereeing process of Theoretical Computer Science.
The article A randomized algorithm for two servers in cross polytope spaces byWolfgang Bein, Kazuo Iwama, Jun Kawahara,
Lawrence L. Larmore, and James A. Oravec is concerned with the k-server problem which is among the most prominent
problems in the area of online algorithms. While, for the case k = 2, this problem is well-understood with respect to
deterministic online algorithms, the best possible competitive ratio achievable by randomized online algorithms is still
unknown. The authors report on progress in that direction for the special case of cross polytope spaces.
In his article On min–max r-gatherings, Amitai Armon considers a metric facility-location problem, in which each open
facility must serve at least r customers. The objective is to minimize the maximum of the facility- and connection-costs.
Among other results, he gives a tight constant-factor approximation result for this problem and also improved results or
various special cases and variants of the problem.
The article Improved online algorithms for parallel job scheduling and strip packing by Johann L. Hurink and Jacob Jan
Paulus deals with online scheduling of parallel jobs so as to minimize the makespan on identical parallel machines.
Besides improving the best known competitive ratio for this online scheduling problem, the presented result also
applies to the general online orthogonal strip packing problem and yields the first constant competitive ratio for this
problem.
In their article Better bounds for incremental medians, Marek Chrobak and Mathilde Hurand present improved upper and
lower bounds on the competitive ratio of incremental median sequences. For this variant of the k-median problem, the task
is to come up with a sequence of of nested facility sets for increasing values of k such that, simultaneously for each k, the
cost of an optimum k-median solution is approximated within a certain factor.
The article Pricing commodities by Robert Krauthgamer, AranyakMehtab, and Atri Rudra presents efficient algorithms for
computing near-optimal prices in a setting where a seller wants to sell goods to buyers and each buyer prefers a single good
among his desired goods, and will buy the cheapest such good, as long as it is within his budget. The algorithms are based
on randomized rounding of a solution to a linear programming relaxation.
In their article Buyer–supplier games: Optimization over the core, Nedialko B. Dimitrov and C. Greg Plaxton obtain results
on the complexity of optimizing a linear function over the core of a buyer-supplier game. It is known that any combinatorial
minimization problem can be transformed into a buyer-supplier game. Making use of the ellipsoid method, the authors
prove that optimizing over the core is as difficult as solving the underlying minimization problem.
Finally, the article Improved lower bounds for non-utilitarian truthfulness by Iftah Gamzu presents new approximation
results from the area of mechanism design. The author studies two kinds of problems. One is workload minimization in
inter-domain routing, the other is unrelated parallel machines scheduling. Among other results, new lower bounds on the
achievable approximation guarantee of any truthful deterministic mechanism are presented for both problems.
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We would like to thank the authors for contributing to this special issue and the referees for their diligent work in the
review process.
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